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A MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF THE MEDICAL
SCHOOL
Professor Richard Holland

Dear Medical Students,
It is a great pleasure to welcome you to Leicester Medical School and to
LUSUMA. Becoming a medical student is a huge achievement and entering medical school
is a major event. Your time with us will fly by: before you know it you will be taking Finals
and graduating from us as a doctor. On the way, you have much to learn, but equally you
will form friendships that will last your lifetime.
LUSUMA is without doubt one of the most vibrant medical student societies in the
country. Their committee works tirelessly to provide you and your colleagues with a
fantastic array of events, societies and support. Do participate as having a good work/life
balance is crucial to your enjoyment and success with us. Please also consider joining their
committee in due course; they are always looking for new members and are constantly
innovating as they seek to provide you with the very best experience alongside the work of
my team in the Medical School.
Very best of luck as you start with us,

Professor Richard Holland
Head of Medical School and Professor of Public Health Medicine
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THE LUSUMA COMMITTEE
LUSUMA is the biggest Student Group at Leicester University, with over 1000 active
members and many more Alumni. LUSUMA stands for “Leicester University Students’
Union Medical Association” which is a bit of a mouthful, hence why we abbreviate it. The
Student Group was set up and is still currently run by medical students from Leicester,
although technically anyone can join. Our aim is to support you through-out your 5 to 7
years here at Leicester University, providing welfare and academic support whenever
you need it.
This booklet has been lovingly made to give you an insight into what to expect in the first
few weeks and a little glimpse into all the other years to follow. So, sit tight, grab a cup of
tea and buckle down for the ride.
First things first, I recommend you follow, like and join all of our social media platforms
to stay up to date before you start.
Facebook: ‘The Official LUSUMA Group’ and ‘Official Leicester Medic Intake Page 2019’
Instagram: @leicestermed
Snapchat: lusuma

Tomini Fashina President
Tomini is our amazing President/Master/El Presidente which
means she’s the face of LUSUMA this year (you’ll literally see her
face everywhere). Her role is overseeing all of her committee
and making sure we are all in check – alongside many more
complicated behind-the-scenes jobs. This is also Tomini’s fourth
year on committee – she’s finally made it to the top.
Some say LUSUMA is her life, some say she has a funny accent
and some she’s Leicester Medics Squash’s worst and least
valuable player. Some even say she has a LUSUMA tattoo around
her ring finger to show her commitment to this amazing MedSoc.
All of these are true except the last one – she’s getting the tattoo
next month.
A few more fun facts about Tomini. Her favourite food is Nutella
or anything drenched in peri-peri – although I hope not at the
same time. And if she wasn’t studying medicine, she’d be selling
bikinis and cheap sunglasses on the black market. Tomini is a huge personality on the committee
and always up for a chat. It’s also rumoured she’s everyone’s favourite committee member – but
don’t tell the others. If you have any questions or thoughts for her drop her an email at
president@lusuma.com
Top tip for freshers: INTROweek is important as the friends you make determine the quality of
your summer holidays, Love Island viewing parties and how often you have to clean your house
next year.
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Georgia Williams Vice President of Sports and Societies (VPSS)
Georgia is our Vice President for Sports and Sub-societies and last
year’s Social Secretary which means she’ll be a familiar face on
campus by the end of the year (if she isn’t already!). Her role is to
oversee the running’s of our sports and sub-socs to make sure our
LUSUMA events are always a great time. She’s particularly excited
to get our two new sports societies, dance and cheerleading, up
and running this year.
She’s a fan favourite of poached eggs on toast, but also loves a
sausage roll from the Med School café. And if she wasn’t studying
medicine, Georgia would be running her own farm with sheep,
horses and chickens (free poached eggs!). You might not be able
to see her being she’s only 5ft2 tall, but you’ll definitely be able to
hear her. Georgia is a vivacious and approachable member of our
committee and so if you need any advice or support, feel free to
email her at vpss@lusuma.com
Top tip for freshers: Get involved in as many things you can and just go for it. Medicine isn’t all
about the hard graft.

Andy Sharp Vice President of Academic, Welfare and Sponsorship
(VPAWS)
Andy is our Vice President of Academic, Welfare, Sponsorship
and Long Job Titles. His job is to oversee the academic and
welfare needs of the society, ensuring we have sponsorships.
He’s from somewhere near Stoke-on-Trent, the home of
disappointment and high cholesterol. This year he’s
intercalating in psychology so should have plenty of time for
LUSUMA fun.
Andy is a bit of an eccentric country boy, with a lot of weird and
diverse interests. He’s usually in the middle of some sort of
project – be it making his own leather goods, his yet-to-appear
line of iffy homemade cosmetics or his interest in the
restoration of weird old tools. Andy also spends a lot of time
performing. He plays the fiddle, the bouzouki and the spoons in
Irish folk sessions, and the violin in the university orchestra.
His poor housemates can attest to this interest in music by the constant stream of accordion tunes
emanating from his Spotify and his threats that he might buy a banjo one day. When not playing
music, Andy is part of Medics’ Revue where he likes to parade around on stage while in a state of
partial nudity – the audience are still receiving therapy from last year’s performance. As last
year’s Welfare Officer, Andy is always there to support you - he’s often caught going out of his
way to help others. You can contact Andy via vpaws@lusuma.com
Top tip for freshers: Don’t worry – be happy. First year is such a good opportunity to meet loads
of people and try lots of new activities. As long as you’re doing just enough work to pass the exams
then do something that makes you happy the rest of the time.
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Alex Parker Treasurer
Alex is the Treasurer for LUSUMA this year which means
it’s her job to create the budget and stop anybody going on
too much of a spending spree! Currently in her third year
and starting her 4th by the time you arrive, she’s beginning
to get the hang of this Medical School stuff and is a pro at
the socials. If she wasn’t studying medicine, you’d most
likely find Alex in any job that would mean she didn’t have
to get up until midday. Apart from always trying to squeeze
a nap in, she also plays badminton and loves art. Alex is
from Northampton, a place she believes you’ll all LOVE on
placement and her favourite foods range from paella to
roast to Leicester’s finest curry – Nawaaz, but as long as it’s
food she’s not really fussy.
If you ever need any help or just a friendly face to talk to,
she’s always around or send an email to
treasurer@lusuma.com. Just bear in mind at just over 5ft she’s not the easiest to track down in a
crowd - but all good things come in small packages!
Top tip for freshers: Make sure you’ve stocked up on plenty of paracetamol for when you
inevitably get freshers flu – it’s a genuine thing she promises

Katherine Memory Secretary
Now it’s my turn to write a little about myself, I’m Kat
and I’m this year’s Secretary. I’m in charge of organising
room bookings, writing this welcome booklet and
bossing about my sub-committee (sorry Rosie and
Jakevir). As a previous Social Secretary for Medics
Hockey, I’ve developed many valuable skills including the
art of making a squash vessel and how to drink a lot of
gin. If I wasn’t studying medicine, you’d find me working
as a travel agent – I’m always planning my next holiday.
Going into my fourth year, I’m focusing my energy into
finding my ‘zen’ which basically involves drinking every
cocktail on 33 Cank Street’s menu and long baths on a
Friday night. By the time you arrive I’ll be intercalating, a
far cry from my Gap Yah which I’ve only just stopped
talking about. I hope you enjoy the rest of this booklet, feel free to message me via
secretary@lusuma.com if you any need advice on surviving medical school. If I can do it – anyone
can.
Top tip for freshers: Don’t moan at your non-medic flat mates about keeping you up all night
partying, they won’t like you for it. Join them instead! Oh, and do the washing up.
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Gaurika Puri Academic Officer
Gaurika, our resident Geordie, is here to help you with all things
academic. If she wasn’t studying medicine, she’d be pursuing
her true calling of being a stand-up comedian (did you hear she
was voted second funniest in her school yearbook?). Having
finally quit her job of pouring drinks and cleaning up vomit at
the O2, Gaurika now has a newfound love for life and a lot of free
time to dedicate to the ever-growing academic branch of
LUSUMA.
Gaurika has just finished fourth year so has been through the
trauma of med school exams enough times to be able to give a
bit of advice and a helping hand. From VECE to finals and every
emotional breakdown in-between, Gaurika is there to offer
some sage words of wisdom or to drown the pain in tequila. You
can contact her via academic@lusuma.com
Top tip for freshers: If you forget your keys on a night out just go to reception at halls and ask
someone to let you back into your room, don’t sleep in the corridor like an idiot (which she did).

Immy Bremner Welfare Officer
Immy is your welfare officer for the year ahead, so please contact her for any advice needed! She
might not have all the answers but is well versed in the “I’ll get back to you on that” reply which
is the medicine equivalent of not having a Scooby-doo. Originally from Hertfordshire, Immy
moved to Bedfordshire in her first year - truly an incredible geographical leap.
In Leicester, she can be found on broom in Victoria Park as part
of the Leicester Quidditch Club, or on stage as part of Medics’
Revue - our LUSUMA sub-society comedy group. She would like
to stress that quidditch is a ‘real sport’ but admits that she
cannot actually fly - conflicting information there!
A firm believer that nothing can’t be solved with a cup of tea and
a chat, she’s keen to see you all at the monthly Coffee & Cake
sessions in the George Davies Centre! Make sure to check
out lusuma.com/welfare for answers to some FAQs before
September.
Top tip for freshers: Make friends with the lovely staff who
work in the CFM cafe, and they might just save you your
favourite panini when you most need it.
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James Tawn Sports Secretary
James, AKA Tawny, is in charge of anything sport related including organising the medic sports
teams, Sports Awards, Sports Night (one of the biggest nights in
INTROweek) and planning our annual varsity with Nottingham.
Originally nominated for the role by his friends, James is now
taking his new role very seriously.
James is from Cirencester, somewhere down south – I hear its
near Bristol? He’s not a fan of spicy food (it’s said he once tried
spicy food and found it hot!) If James wasn’t studying medicine,
he would be a superstar DJ, he once DJ’d in Basement for a
charity gig you know.
If you’re still not sure who James is, he’ll be the guy shouting
“I’m not twelve, I’m twenty-one” at the bar during INTROweek.
James is intercalating next year in Psychology, so you’ll often
see him around the medical school – feel free to grab him for a
chat about anything sport related. You can contact him through Facebook or email him at
sportssec@lusuma.com
Top tip for freshers: Join at least one sports society. Uni sports are really fun, but they require
more commitment. Medic sports however are more relaxed, and it doesn’t matter if you aren’t a
great player – it’s all about making friends.

Kelan Atkinson and Louise Hird Social Secretaries
Kelan and Louise are our iconic duo whose role this year is
utilising their many talents of going out and partying till late.
You’ll find them organising your INTROweek and countless
socials for the year – they’re also your point of contact to buy
those infamous cheap O2 tickets for the best night out. Their
tantalising chemistry is sure to be a talking point of the med
school, but unfortunately the rumours aren’t true, they’re very
much not an item.
Kelan is a popular member of the Medics Hockey team and
advises all freshers to get involved in a sport, it’s a great way to
mix with older years and keeps you active. If he wasn’t studying
Medicine, he’d probably be in Thailand, just don’t ask about his
Gap Yah. With his friendly southern accent, he’s always around
for a chat – whether it’s for some O2 tickets or advice about first
year. He’s tall, blonde and pale, so you can’t miss him, and you’ll
often find me pestering him to fake-tan for a little colour. Failing
that, you can always message him on Facebook or Instagram:
@kelanatkinson.
Louise is the second of the LUSUMA social sec duo this year. You can probably find her swiping
Tinder somewhere or in the O2 making poor life decisions. During the day, she is a member of
both the Medic Hockey and Medic Netball team and is starting a Medic Cheerleading Club in
September - watch this space! She advises freshers to attend all INTROweek events and meet as
many people as possible. Slide into her DM’s @louise_hird
Top tip for freshers: Louise and Kelan both recommend you get involved with sports night in
INTROweek and join a sports team! Medic Hockey club is a LUSUMA favourite for both of them.
What a sporty duo!
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Vikram Patel Graduate and Mature Student Representative
Vikram is our Grad/Mature Student Rep which means he will be found
organising events (which everyone can attend) and be the first point of
call for grad/mature students in times of adversity. He’s from a place
called the Black Country in the Midlands (not Birmingham). Vikram
completed his undergrad degree at St George’s in Biomedical Sciences
- Leicester still sits above St George’s in the med school rankings, so
coming to Leicester has been an upgrade. If he wasn’t studying
medicine he would probably be working in the City and be found
ordering Cosmopolitan’s from 11:59am.
In his spare time, Vikram likes long walks on the beach, big ducks and
fried chicken. His weekends are spent waking up at the crack of dawn
and shouting at rowers for fun. This September is going to be his fifth
freshers’ in a row (Zimmer frame in tow) so keep an eye out for this old
guy!
Top tip for freshers: Join a non-medic sport/society to get outside of the “medic bubble”.

Elena Perez Charity Officer
Elena is our new charity officer, a completely new roll for this
academic year. She is excited to get the roll up and running,
supporting all of our sub-societies in FUNdraising. When she’s not
jogging along the River Soar or drinking cocktails in St. Martins
Square, you’ll find her prepping for the next best Medics Revue
Annual Show (you should definitely consider joining if you’re into
acting, writing or just having fun). As a Grad, she has lots of advice
to offer undergraduate students, from staying true to yourself and
getting to know lots of new people when you join. You can drop her
a message at charityofficer@lusuma.com
Top tip for freshers: Enjoy every moment as 5 years will pass by
in the blink of an eye – seize every opportunity and get involved in
something new.

Iona Brett and Elle Mildred Ball Secretaries
Iona and Elle make up our Ball Sec duo for this year. Their job is to plan
the Summer, Winter and INTROweek balls, making sure the
entertainment and food is top-notch.
Iona is one half of our Ball Sec duo. She wants to make the balls some of
the best nights for everyone attending. You may hear people referring
to her as a ‘vegan’, but criminalising photos of her at Maccies at the end
of the night act as strong evidence against this. She also has a drunk
alter-ego named ‘Onika’ which hopefully you’ll get the chance to meet.
Iona is most looking forward to getting all glammed up at the
INTROweek ball.
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Elle is the other half to our Ball Sec duo this year. Alongside Iona,
she will be planning your amazing winter and summer balls full
of good food and great entertainment. You’ll often find her with a
cup of coffee in her hand milling around the medical school.
Although this is Elle’s second year at Leicester, this will be her 5th
year at university (yes, she’s a grad!) so you can always grab her
for some words of wisdom – I hear she likes olives if you’re trying
to win her over. If Elle wasn’t doing medicine, she’s be doing a
Masters in immunology and immunotherapy. Feel free to come
and say hello to her if you see her about.
Top tip for freshers: you will feel like you don’t know anything at times, but it’ll all come together
in the end, just breathe!

Jakevir Shoker Webmaster
As Webmaster, Jakevir’s role includes maintaining the website;
coordinating online ticket and membership sales and new to this
year - looking after the LUSUMA app. Jakevir is from Coventry and
his favourite foods range from sweet and sour chicken to wraps
and even chicken nuggets (soon to be the new global currency).
If he wasn’t doing Medicine, he’d probably do Computer Science
– which is basically his committee role 24/7. In his spare time,
Jakevir loves to play badminton. If you need a friendly face to talk
to, he’s more than happy to chat. Or send him an email at
webmaster@lusuma.com.
Top tip for freshers: Get out there and talk to as many people as
possible! He’s bumped into people he met during INTROweek all throughout first year.

Rosie Middleton Media Officer
Rosie is our Media Officer which means she’ll be a familiar face on all
of our social media pages – and she’ll be the girl photographing you
at our socials. Rosie is a sporty girl; you’ll find her either playing
hockey or hopping on all the university ski trips (she’s in Italy on the
medic’s ski trip as I write this). Rosie is a friendly southerner who you
can always grab for a chat – particularly if that chat happens in Revs,
she loves all the great drink deals we get (2 for 1 cocktails means
twice as many, right?).
Top tip for freshers: get involved with the Med School as much as
you can. You have more free time than you realise and it’s a great way
to meet people.
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SOCIAL CALENDAR FOR NEXT YEAR
September
INTROweek
(more details
below)

March
Winter Ball
(indisputably
the best night
of the year)

December
Secret
Christmas
Social

November
Pub Golf
(18 bars, 18
holes, one
iconic night)

February
Camera Social
(Not just
another bar
crawl)

June
OUTROweek
(bar crawls,
balls and
banter)

YOUR GUIDE TO INTROweek
INTROweek is a crazy week of fun help get you involved with LUSUMA and the medical school.
It’s a non-stop fresher’s week designed especially for you medics. Because of your VECE (Very
Early Clinical Experience) placements you may not be able to get as involved with the University
Fresher’s Fortnight and so this week is the best way to get to know all your new friends. I
remember my INTROweek and all the amazing memories we made. Here is the jam-packed
timetable to expect:

Sunday – Meet and Greet
You’ve arrived in Leicester and now it’s
time to settle into halls, do a little
unpacking and start to meet all the
other first years floating around. Once
you’ve said a final goodbye to your
family, come meet us in Oadby at the
Hub or the SU on campus to receive
your INTROweek pass if you’ve bought
one. Later in the evening we’ve
organised a bus to collect you and bring
you to The Loaded Dog to meet the
LUSUMA committee and your fellow
medic fresher’s. Make sure to ask
committee members the story behind
their nicknames). Your INTROweek has
begun!
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Monday – Meet the Parents
During the day, you’ll have the
opportunity to meet our Sports teams
and Sub societies at our LUSUMA
Freshers Fair. Then, in the evening,
you’ll be introduced to your medic
parents and new brothers and sisters.
You’ll all be a tight knit family after
spending the night completing
challenges and getting to know each
other. Your new parents will then take
you on to house-parties before hitting
the club if you choose to go out.

Tuesday – PJ PUB or GRUB crawl

The most infamous night of
INTROweek! Freshers grab your best
pair of PJs and join your older medics
(and even some doctors) for the biggest
night of INTROweek. The older years
will be in fancy dress – look out for
anything political and any fun props.
Follow them from bar to bar, ending up
at a club. Alternatively challenge your
taste-buds on the grub crawl which
runs alongside and join us at the club at
the end.

Wednesday – BOOST
trampolining
Take a well needed rest from all the late
nights, grab your new friends and have
a fun evening trampolining. If you’re
feeling up for it, take the opportunity to
enjoy your first student night Let’s
Disko at the O2 Academy, beneath the
Students’ Union building.

Thursday – Sports night
Sports night is another huge LUSUMA
evening which is held at The Dog where
you visited earlier in the week. Grab
your sports kit (compulsory attire) and
join all of the Medics sports teams for
the night. Hop from table to table,
meeting the committee and members of
our teams – finding out what their
socials and training sessions are like.
For anyone who isn’t keen on sports or
drinking, we will host a quiz night at
Oadby
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Friday – Formal Night
Time to smarten up, put on your
favourite dress or suit and end the
week in style. Grab a table with your
new friends for a sit-down dinner and
prepare to share stories of the week
just gone. A classy way to finish the first
week of your medical life.
Here’s to a great year!

Freshers fortnight
Freshers fortnight is organised by the Students’ Union at Leicester and occurs in the two weeks
after INTROweek. You can buy a wristband which gets you entry to all the events or buy
individual tickers from the union shop or online. These two weeks are great fun (even though
you’ll be exhausted after INTROweek) and a great way to meet all of your new flat/block
friends.
Be aware that you will have your VECE placement in the first week of freshers so make the most
of the second week by getting involved with parties and heading to the O2 Academy for some
great themed nights. Hospitals are not the best place to turn up exhausted or hungover from too
many late nights so be careful in this week.
Also keep your eye open for any scams on Facebook who may try and sell you fake tickets or
non-SU run events - make sure to buy everything through legitimate sites. I recommend visiting
the www.leicesterunion.com website to purchase any tickets, they also have much more
information here on what the Students’ Union can offer you.

USEFUL LEICESTER UNI TIPS
Now it’s time for some tips to Leicester University life which I wish I knew before starting.

Getting to Uni
If you’re living in Oadby there are a few ways you can get to Uni.
• Biking - takes 15-20 minutes – there’s a cycle path the whole way into campus and
you’ll beat the bus by about half an hour. They give out free D-locks at Uni and you can
register for underground bike storage under the library or boke shed at halls to keep it
safe. (I would recommend this as some bikes do go missing)! Biking is a great option
until it starts getting colder.
• Walking – this takes about 30-40 minutes (depending on how fast you walk) and is a
great choice when the weather is good. I definitely recommend this to wake you up
before those early 9am lectures but it’s not the best choice in the rain.
• Bus – the university has recently introduced a shuttle bus service which runs every 10
minutes. You’ll need to purchase a pass to use this which is around £75 a term (much
more affordable than my freshers year but still an expense). Failing this, the Arriva bus
service also operates from Oadby to campus and to the city centre. This a pay as-you-go
option if you don’t want to spend the cash at the start of the year for the shuttle bus.
If you’re living in city living (such as Nixon or Opal Court) then you’re much luckier with only a
short walk onto campus.
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University work
This may seem the most daunting part of starting medical school (I know it was for me). The
first semester can definitely seem the most daunting, with a whole new way of learning now
you’re out of a classroom. Experiment with how you make your notes (mind maps, word
documents, flash cards etc) until you find a style which suits you. This may even change with
different modules. There is no right or wrong way of learning, just what suits you best.
Below are a few more tips to help you get started.
1. Medic parents – these are the best people to get in touch with initially. Ask them how
they studied, how they made notes and how they crammed all of Semester 1 into their
minds before January exams. They may even host revision sessions for you!
2. Make use of your iPad – the iPads are a great resource. More on these later.
3. Revision societies – we have loads of LUSUMA sub-societies who will offer revision
sessions and lectures for you. You don’t
need to attend them all, but they’re helpful
highlighting the key information to learn.
Keep an eye out on our Facebook pages for
their announcements.
4. Text books – you will be sent a reading list
this summer but don’t worry about buying
any before you start. They’re all in the
library for you to loan. If you end up using
one book a lot, it may be good to purchase
but they can be very expensive. Many final year medics sell their old textbooks via the
LUSUMA Facebook groups at discounted prices if you would really like to buy some. I
purchased a few books in Semester 1 which I never even opened! The most useful book I
ended up buying was the Oxford handbook of clinical medicine – I live by it in now I’m in
Phase 2.

Sports teams and societies
Medicine is hard work but you definitely have time in first year to indulge in lots of societies. As
medics, you’re incredibly lucky to have access to both LUSUMA and Leicester University
societies and sports teams.
We host our LUSUMA Freshers Fair during INTROweek as a chance to get stuck in with
everything which LUSUMA offers, from
revision societies, sports clubs to niche
interests. All of the captains and presidents,
as well as members, will be around to chat to
you and encourage you to get involved. Ask
them anything!
Later on, the Students’ Union Freshers Fair is
a huge event on main campus which is
another great event to attend. It took over the
SU in my first year! You can sign up to any
society which takes your fancy on the day
and you’ll get emailed about their meets and
training sessions if its sports related. There’s no commitment to attend any of these sessions so
I’d recommend signing up to loads. They’re a great way to destress, stay healthy and meet new
friends. And if you you’d like to sign up to a society later on in the year – there is always
refreshers in January.
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LIFE IN LEICESTER
Oadby
If you’re living in Oadby Student Village, here are a
few places you’ll end up spending a lot of time in.
• Roger Bettles Sports Centre is often more of
a social hang-out than a gym. Memberships
can be expensive so pay-as-you-go is always
an option.
• The Hub in the centre of the student village is
a great place to socialise in the evenings. They
offer different activities for students including
wine and cheese nights, cocktail making
classes and pizza evenings (many of these are
free). They have a bar and movie rooms which
you can use too.
• The Botanical Gardens are located next to Beaumont hall and are very pretty and good
for a stroll with friends or family. Take a picnic in summer.
• Weatherspoon’s down the high-street is a short walk from halls. With a name like
“Lord Keeper of The Great Seal” you know you’re in for a good night, although its usually
full of locals. A great place to stop off when you need a break from studying and staring
at your bedroom walls.
• ASDA is where you’ll do most of your food shops in first year (and where you’ll probably
take your parents for that first food haul). It’s a 15-minute walk from most places in
Oadby - Digby Halls are closest and John Foster is furthest away.

Queens Road
Queens Road is located the other side of Victoria
Park and is the main street in Clarendon Park (the
area where you may end up living in your second
year). It’s got a few locally run bars and cafés
which are student friendly.
• Bar Dos Hermanos/Barcelonetta. This
is a two-in-one destination with a Spanish
tapas bar on one side and a bar next door
which sells great cocktails. They have a
weekday deal for a glass of Sangria and
tapas which I would definitely recommend trying. And happy hour cocktails 5-7pm
weekdays!
• Jones’ is a cafe-come-restaurant and a student hot spot for brunch. You’ll always find
this place packed out so get there early for a good table.
• Halcyon Kitchen offers a great selection of wood fired pizzas and has a 15% student
discount on offer. This is a great place to take your family when they come to visit.
• Northern Cobbler is another local café which sells incredible hot chocolates and crepes.
They also sell beautiful footwear and accessories – a weird combination or perfect
harmony?
• Babelas is a small gin bar with a wide selection of drinks.
• Sainsburys for all those last-minute food essentials.
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Leicester City
The city centre is bigger than you first anticipate with a few
hidden gems. Be prepared for more café and bar
recommendations – I’ve made it a mission to scout the best
hotspots over the last couple of years.
• Highcross shopping centre is massive and has
(almost) every shop you could imagine. You’ll find
yourself wondering around here looking for those
last-minute Mother’s Day presents or indulging in a
bit of retail therapy (did someone say overdraft?)
• Richard III is free to visit in the cathedral or you
could splash out and visit the museum.
• Grounded Kitchen sells the most amazing healthy Korean rice bowls, juices and shakes.
I cannot recommend their food enough, its healthy and delicious – and there’s another
store on Queens road if you can’t venture to the city centre!
• 33 Cank street offers a map-style menu with locally inspired cocktails. My personal
favourite is the Melton Martinez which comes with a pork pie and stilton, although they
also offer a cocktail with an ice-cream garnish. In winter, you can sit outside with
heaters and blankets on.
• Bottle garden is a small but very luscious and green cocktail bar - they’ve bought the
outside inside with plants handing from the ceiling and walls. It scarily reminds me of
the planted side of the medical school.
• Boost is a great trampoline park to visit if you’re looking for a fun afternoon out with
your new friends. We’re taking a trip there during INTROweek so you’ll know where to
go next time you fancy a jump-around.
• Showcase Cinema does discounted student tickets. Its huge and very plush for the next
time you fancy watching that new Disney movie.
• Escape rooms is always a good time. Make sure you take some new friends who you
don’t mind being locked in a room with though, once you’re in – you might not get out!

Around Leicester
When you’re in need of a break from Leicester, here are
a few places to visit locally.
• Bradgate park which is beautiful on a sunny
day with a picnic. It’s a beautiful and huge park
outside of Leicester city with deer and a
tearoom. You can get a bus there or drive (it
takes about 20 minutes).
• The National Space Centre is a good stop with
family and friends who come to visit.
• West Midlands Safari Park is admittedly a trek at an hour and a half drive away but is
such a fun day out if you’re a fan of animals like me.
• Alton Towers is only an hour away and they do discounted tickets if you keep your eyes
out. Take a picnic on a sunny day and hit up some of the rides!
• Nottingham is a bigger city than Leicester and a mere 30-minute train journey away.
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iPad HELP

To the envy of medical students at other universities, all Leicester Medical Students get given an
iPad during INTROweek. They’re a great resource to aid your studies so look after it and try not
to smash it.
Lectures are uploaded before each session onto Blackboard, the
university learning portal, so you can download it onto your iPad
to annotate. The workbook associated with each module can also
be found here and downloaded, ready to be used in your group
work sessions. The best part is that every lecture is recorded and
uploaded onto Blackboard via Panopto so you can rewatch
anything you missed i.e. when you inevitably fall asleep on a
Thursday morning after a 9am start on only a few hours’ sleep
(you can’t miss a Lets’ Disko at the O2 Academy!)

Here are a few more tips to get you started
1. Backup your iPad on Dropbox or Google Drive because
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

you’ll hate yourself if you lose all your work and you
didn’t back it up.
Hop onto amazon and buy yourself a sturdy case and a
stylus to make sure you’re making the use of your iPad. I
would definitely recommend a case with a keyboard so it
doubles up as a laptop and makes typing that little bit
speedier when trying to keep up with the lecturers.
Insurance is another must if you’re clumsy like me and
drop it regularly.
Download the Notability app. I cannot recommend enough, it’s the most commonly used
app for downloading lectures and workbooks to annotate. You can create folders and
sections to keep yourself super organised (you’ll thank yourself later for this when
you’re searching for one specific lecture).
Brainscape is another popular app if you like flashcards. You can make your own if you
like, or alternatively LUSUMA have created their very own set for you to use.
Download the Teach me Anatomy app and access your free LUSUMA Premium
membership. This app will become your best-friend during Semester 2 when you need
to learn the Musculoskeletal system.
Download Microsoft for free from the University of Leicester website.
Keep your charger with you at all times, there’s nothing worse than
your iPad running out of battery mid-lecture (it happened to me far
too often)! And there’s plugs beneath every seat in the main lecture
theatre.

If you’re struggling with anything to do with your iPad and adapting from
paper notes, your medic parents, LUSUMA and older years will be more than
happy to help. We’ve all been there before and have struggled like you may.
The university also has a team dedicated to showing you how to best use the
iPads – they’ll come and give you some introductory lectures so don’t panic.
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LUSUMA SUPPORT
Academic
LUSUMA Academic is here to help make the medicine part of your medical degree as easy as
possible. University is a big change from sixth form or college, and even those of you who have
already done a degree might find medical school a bit tough to settle into. Knowing how to read,
interpret and manage learning all this new information can be daunting at first. LUSUMA
Academic is here to support your learning with a range of collaborative resources, including
flashcards, notes and revision lectures, all designed to focus around the Leicester Medical School
curriculum.
My role as academic officer is to make sure all these resources are well signposted to you and to
make sure you feel as supported as possible with your academic needs, so you don’t get too
overwhelmed. Work hard, play harder!
LUSUMA love,
Gaurika Academic Officer

Welfare
Welfare (along with the rest of the committee) is here to support
your wellbeing during your time studying medicine at Leicester.
Coming to university is a massive step and it’s natural to experience
some turbulence, so INTROweek is a really key time where I’m on
hand to help. Whether you have a question about Leicester, or a
problem adjusting to being away from home, I’m always up for a
chat. No problem is too small, and there is no such thing as a silly
question. LUSUMA and its members are an important support
network full of friendly, approachable and like-minded individuals the friends you make here at Leicester will be for life.
My day-to-day role as Welfare Officer includes liaising with the different pastoral services to
signpost and support students tackle any and all issues they may encounter throughout the
course. Coordinating with Andy (Vice President of Academic and Welfare) and our recently
merged Medics’ Welfare Society, I’m hard at work organising stress-relief events throughout the
term. Monthly Coffee&Cake sessions enable students to talk through any problems - with the
added bonus of free cake!
My main aim as the newly elected Welfare Officer is to reduce stigma surrounding mental
health. Fear of judgement can prevent students from seeking help when they really need it and
so issues can escalate behind closed doors. The ‘Post It Problem Board’ is a display board in the
CFM where students can anonymously post thoughts and feelings they’re experiencing - to
demonstrate that it’s perfectly normal to experience periods of stress or self-doubt. Myself,
along with fellow students, can then reply to these post-its with strategies to help manage these
feelings. This helps to cultivate a more open atmosphere and encourage peers to support each
other; the first step in addressing mental health issues is to speak up.
We hope that medical school is the best five years it can be but remember that these pastoral
resources exist for a reason. Asking for help takes courage and LUSUMA is here to support you
during the highs and the lows. Throw yourself into university knowing that we have your back
when you need it.
LUSUMA love,
Immy Welfare Officer
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GRAD MEDIC GUIDE
Hi I’m Vikram and I am your Graduate and Mature Student representative. For many graduates
and mature students our pathway into medicine has been a journey in itself, one which has left
us studying something that we could’ve only have dreamed of at one point in our lives.
As students (once again), we face challenges financially, academically and socially. I understand
the challenges of being back at university for the second time and it’s not easy. I’m available and
accessible to you at all times and am more than happy to answer any questions.
I could fill this guide to the brim about the best way to immerse yourself back into university
life, so instead I have compiled a short list of my Top Five Do’s for Graduate and Mature
students.
1. DO attend Chemistry Week - Chem Week is by far the best way to get to know all of
your fellow Graduate students before the term starts. You brush up on some basic
chemical and biological principles that underpin the work in Semester One during the
day. But more importantly the three evenings are filled with social events in which you
can get to know your fellow peers with a drink or two!
2. DO attend all of the LUSUMA INTROweek activities - It’s time to channel the inner
18-year-old again, after a well-deserved weekend break from the Chem Week festivities,
it’s time to jump into the first week of Medic Freshers’ in which you’ll get to meet your
new parents, meet even more of your peers and make some questionable life choices
once again.
3. DO get involved by joining a LUSUMA sub society, LUSUMA sports club or SU
society - You will have plenty of time to do extracurricular activities in your first year,
which will allow you to find an area of interest within medicine or a chance to get
outside of the medic bubble, as well as being a great way of meeting people from
different year groups/courses.
4. DO ask for help - Help is all around during your time at Medical School, do not be afraid
to ask for help from your peers, from LUSUMA and from the Medical School itself.
LUSUMA holds revision sessions throughout the year, you have Medic parents for advice
and our welfare officer Immy is always on hand to lend an ear if you ever need to talk to
someone.
5. DO be positive - Right now, you can’t ever imagine complaining about Medicine. But
Medicine is hard and it’s easy to sometimes fall into a negative mind-set. It’s up to you to
have a positive outlook, trust your own decisions, and most importantly never give up.
Medicine is a marathon and you will only get through it by believing in yourself and
staying positive.
If you have any questions, I am never more than one message away. I look forward to seeing you
all in September.
Vikram Patel
LUSUMA Graduate and Mature Students’ Representative 2019-20
gradrep@lusuma.com
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A MEDICAL STUDENT
7:15 am Your alarm goes off.
7:30am After browsing Instagram memes and Facebook, you finally have a shower.
7:45am You stumble to the kitchen and grab a quick slice of toast to-go.
8:00am Time to double check your bag – fingers crossed your iPad is charged today. You set off
for the bus.
8:15am Bus is late.
8:30am Bus finally arrives.
8:50am Walk into the George Davies Centre, searching for the familiar faces sat in the same old
seats. Think about sitting in a different place, sit in the same row you always do.
9:00am You forget to sign in and have to do a walk of shame to the swiping thing.
9:15am How are you already tired? You’re glad you bought a flask of coffee and drink it slowly
over the next hour.
9:30am Stare off into space for 30 seconds, realise you’ve missed seven slides.
10:00am First lecture ends, time to grab a quick snack before the next lecture begins.
11:00am Second lecture finishes and you run to the café: need to get food because you’re in the
dissection room next. You grab one of The Atrium café’s infamous sausage rolls – hits the spot.
11:30am You walk into the DR and brace yourself for the smell, why does it make you feel so
hungry?
12:00pm You and your Belbin group are discussing weekend plans. You’re thinking of going to
Bradgate park, let’s take a picnic.
1:00pm Uni finishes and you begin the trek back to halls; you do the 40-minute walk for a bit of
fresh air but it tires you out. Afternoon nap anyone?
1:40pm Grab another coffee and write up today’s lectures. It always makes much more sense
second time around.
3:30pm Afternoon trip to ASDA to stock up on some snacks.
5:00pm A quick microwave meal for dinner, there was no time to meal prep this week.
5:30pm Grab the bus to Regents Hall for training – which sport are you trialling this week?
6:00pm You meet all of the older years outside the gym hall and chat about their week at
placement. You’re happy to be in lectures at the moment but can’t wait to get stuck in soon
(once you know a little more of course).
7:30pm You say goodbye to your new team-mates and make plans to catch up this weekend for
Brunch after training. You can’t decide between Jones’ and Halcyon down Queens Road.
8:00pm You arrive back to halls.
8:15pm You jump in the shower and grab some more food – mums not around anymore to tell
you to stop snacking.
9:00pm Music starts in the flat above, pretty sure that’s a 90’s throwback you can hear.
9:15pm Your flat mates are discussing what to wear, Hawaiian shirts are always a good idea,
right?
9:45pm You pick your poison and head upstairs to join the party. It’s a lot of new faces but
you’re introducing yourself to everyone.
11:00pm People are barely fitting through the door.
11:45pm Everyone is heading to the famous Party Bus
outside JoFo
12:00am You contemplate between joining your flat in
the O2 for The Midlands Biggest Night Out or the
comfort of your bed after a long day.
What will you decide?
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A GUIDE TO MEDICAL SCHOOL

The next five (or six if you intercalate) years of your life are going to be a fun and hectic mix of
lectures, placements, making friends, big nights out, new experiences, and working out what
you want to do with the rest of your life. It’s not quite as scary as it sounds, so we’ve broken it
up into this guide, so you know what you’ll be doing.

First Year
Whether you’re fresh from school, returning from a gap yah, have just graduated from another
degree, or are coming back to education after a few years of work, medical school is very
different to what you will have done previously. But don’t worry, the nerves will soon
disappear, and the excitement will build as you start making new friends and get settled in.
INTROweek is a really good opportunity to meet people in older years as well as your own, and
they will be able to give you lots of advice and help with any stress you might have over the next
five years.
When you’re not on the INTROweek socials, you’ll learn a few basics to get you ready for your
week of VECE (Very Early Clinical Experience). This is an exciting and great chance to get a taste
of placement on wards and in GP practices during your first couple of weeks to see what you’re
working towards. You’ll remember your first clinical experiences for years to come.
For the rest of first year, you will mostly be in university in the mornings; this generally consists
of two lectures followed by group work with your Belbin group. Your Belbin of 6-8 people is put
together based on the questionnaire you fill out over summer. You see these people every day
and they’ll become some of your really good friends through your first two years.
Being in only in the mornings leaves your afternoons free, and while it is a good opportunity to
write your notes for that morning’s lectures, it’s also important to get your work-life balance
right and see what Leicester looks like from outside of the library. Go for a walk in Bradgate
Park, experience some of the great local restaurants, or get yourself ready for a night out (as a
LUSUMA member, definitely don’t miss out on the discounted tickets for Wednesday and Friday
nights out at the O2 Academy).

Second Year
Now that you’ve gotten through first year, it’s all a bit calmer and a lot more settled. You are
now senior Phase 1 students, and so you can now pass your knowledge onto the new incoming
students, including your medic children!
This year is the work will become a bit more clinical, rather than focusing on the specific science
behind it. Toward the end of second year you also get another chance to prepare for your
placement years, with half a day of clinical placement every fortnight. This is a really good
chance to practice all the history taking and examinations that you’ve been learning about for
the last two years. This year is a bit heavier than the first in terms of the content, but it’s still
important to keep that work-life balance and remember to make the most of your discounted
tickets to the O2, especially because most days you won’t have to be in uni until 2pm – plenty of
time to recover from the night before.
This is also the year that most of you will move out of student halls and learn the joys and
horrors of student housing. As always, older years are the best people to ask for advice on when
to start looking for your house for next year and where the best places are to live.

Third Year
This is when you finally start your clinical placements and get the medical experience you
signed up for. In third year, you have three placements (medicine, surgery and GP) at various
hospitals across the East Midlands. All the knowledge you accumulated over the last two years
will come in useful as you get to run your own General Practice clinics, scrub in to watch
surgeries, become an active part of the ward team (talking to patients and taking bloods) and
take part in research and audits if you’re interested.
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This is a big change from lecture-based learning and is a lot more self-directed, but this is where
the peer-learning comes into play and you can discuss cases you’ve seen and things you’ve
learnt with your friends.
The end of third year exam is pretty daunting (how can your brain possibly retain so much
information?) but by this point you’ll have a pretty solid group of friends within the course to
help you through your revision and to practice examinations on, and it’s a lot more manageable
than it seems.

Fourth Year
Now you’re pretty used to placement and are happy to volunteer to help out on the wards
without feeling nervous. Your placements will be a bit more specialised and you get to see some
weird and wonderful things. This is also when you start planning for things like your elective in
final year (as always, the best advice is to talk to people in older years and prepare early) and
start panic-bulking your CV with any audits, research or teaching experience you can get
involved in. LUSUMA sub-societies offer so many opportunities to help out with this, so don’t
feel like it’s too late to get involved!

Fifth Year
At this point, the end is finally in sight. Most of your learning this year is based on your
assistantships, where you shadow an F1 and learn what your job will actually be like next year.
This is a good opportunity to get familiar with how paperwork and computer systems work and
learn about the F1’s role as part of the ward team. As well as the stressful build up to finals, you
also have to decide where you want to work for your first two years as a doctor and apply for
your jobs.
But as well as all this stress and planning for the future, you also get to look forward to your
elective period where you get to experience 6 weeks of practicing healthcare in any setting you
want. This can be an opportunity to experience a specialty you’re really interested in in a
specialist hospital within the UK, getting to see how healthcare works in less developed
countries, or joining a small practice in the Caribbean (obviously for the learning experience
and not for the holiday that goes along with it…)
You also get the big final celebration of the graduation ball, where you get to celebrate the
success and trials of the last five years, with some life-long friends you’ve made along the way,
before starting the next big chapter of your lives.

Intercalation Year
Some students decide to take a year out of medicine (usually after second or third year) to
pursue other interests, such as research, law or psychology. You can complete this intercalated
degree at Leicester or at another university, and it can be a really good opportunity to develop
experience in an area that you have a particular interest in or can just be a nice break from
medicine for a year.
Whatever your reasons, it can provide a brilliant opportunity and reap benefits for many years
to come.
It can seem pretty daunting now, but these next five or six years will be some of the best.
Medicine will be pretty hard work at times but remember to take time to relax and make the
most of it.
You’ve done brilliantly to get to this stage, and you’re more than capable of tackling anything
that this degree throws at you. If you’re ever feeling worried or unsure, people in older years
are always keen to give a bit of advice whenever possible, and LUSUMA are always here to help.
LUSUMA love,
Gaurika Academic Officer
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LUSUMA DEALS AND BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
Socials
•
•
•

Discounts on all LUSUMA socials for life including the balls and bar crawls
Discounted tickets for Winter and Summer Balls
Boost trampoline park deals

Academia and revision
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

LUSUMA revision lectures and notes
LUSUMA brainscape flashcards
Access to brand new Simplemed
Medics welfare assistance
Revision Societies
o MMF (Medics Muslim Forum)
o Insight – Peer-led teaching initiatives
o LMSRS (Leicester Medics Students Revision Society)
Up to 35% off textbooks, charts and models from anatomystuff.com
Free TeachMeAnatomy Premium membership

Clothing and Kit
•
•
•

Access to Leicester Medics clothing
Access to Team LUSUMA kit
Discounts all year around

Nightlife
•
•

£3 LETSDISKO tickets (Wednesday)
£3 Shabang tickets (Friday)
o * £5 for everyone else (non-LUSUMA
medics and non-medics) *

Food and drink
•
•
•
•

Vodka Revolution – drinks deals and 50% off all food
The Marquis – 10% off food and drink
The Landsdowne – 2 for 1 cocktails
Bistro Pierre Restaurant – 20% off a la carte menu

Sports
•

•
•

Play in any of our medic’s sports teams throughout the year
o Netball
o Squash
o Cheerleading
o Tennis
o Men’s football
o Badminton
o Women’s football
o Hockey
o Men’s Rugby
o Cricket
o Basketball
Attend fun events such as our annual Varsity against Nottingham Medical School
Represent LUSUMA and your team at NAMS tournaments (National Association of
Medical Sport)
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HOW TO JOIN LUSUMA
Hopefully after reading all that information you desperately want to get involved and buy your
membership to LUSUMA. If you’re still not convinced, go and check out our Facebook page
called ‘Leicester Medics Photos’ and see how much fun we have.
Memberships are very easy to organise. Go to the Leicester SU site (www.leicesterunion.com)
after results day and find LUSUMA. It may be beneficial to wait for your university email
address to come through, so you don’t have to make a guest account and merge it on later.
However, if you really can’t wait then go ahead and create a guest account and sign up.
•
•
•

£95 for a Lifetime Membership and INTROweek Pass
£75 for a Lifetime Membership
£25 for an Allied Health Professional membership (nurses, physios, midwives)

CHECKLIST
It’s not long now …
Hopefully you’re already excited to start the next chapter of your life at Leicester Medical
School. I know we’re all really looking forward to meeting all of you.
Here’s a quick checklist of things you should bring:
Door stop – it’s always good to keep your door open on the first day
PJs for PJ pub crawl
Formal clothes for your first formal meal
Sports gear for sports night
2 forms of ID
Documents sent to you by the medical school
LUSUMA membership and INTROweek pass bought online
Appropriate placement clothes for VECE
Photos to make your halls-room a little more homely
Fairy lights to set the atmosphere
It’s time to start the countdown!
In the meantime, if you have any questions feel free to contact any of the committee (we’ve all
been there!). Our contact details can be found on the LUSUMA website (lusuma.com) or at the
end of this booklet. Don’t forget to join our social media pages, particularly the Facebook ‘Offer
Holder Page 2019’ to get chatting to all your new potential course mates. We’ll also create a
WhatsApp group closer to starting so we can keep in touch.
Looking forward to meeting you all in September.
LUSUMA love,
Kat LUSUMA Secretary
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USEFUL CONTACTS
Tomini Fashina – President

07903211887

Georgia Williams – Vice President

07722999216

Andy Sharp – Vice President

07807448314

Katherine Memory – Secretary

07703322006

Alex Parker – Treasurer

07593792551

University of Leicester

01162522522

Victoria Park Health Centre

01162151105

Taxi (Swift Fox)

01162628222

Chaplaincy

01162856493

THE COMMITTEE
To finish off this booklet, here’s a photo of us all at this year’s OUTROweek, having a great time.
As you can see, we really are a friendly bunch.
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Training takes place at
Regents College Sports
Hall (next to med school)
every :
•

Saturday morning from
11:00 to 12:30 pm
(plenty of time for a lie in
post Shabang)

• Wednesday evening from

6:00 to 7:30 pm
@leicmednetball
Leicester Medics
Netball Club
leicestermedicsnetball
@gmail.com
As a club we welcome all years and all abilities to join our
teams
- so don’t
worry if you have
never touched
Lorem
Elementary
Science
Fair a netball!

Gymnasium
WeSchool
compete in
the NAMs league against other local medical
schools,
organise friendlies
with local
Leicester
clubs and may
Wednesday,
29 May
2019
9 am
be part of intramural this year, ensuring everyone gets plenty of
Nisltime!
rhoncus turpis est, vel elit, congue wisi enim nunc ultricies
game
sit, magna tincidunt. Maecenas aliquam maecenas ligula nostra,

A big
highlight
is our
Varsity
competition
Nottingham
accumsan
taciti.
Sociis
mauris
in integer, aagainst
dolor netus
non dui
Med
School
usually
played
in
March,
or
Sheffest
tournament aliquet, sagittis. Molestie ornare amet vel id, rem volutpat.
a combo tournament and night out in October! As well as a tour
- NEW
this year!
www.example.com
We have amazing social secs this year - and are expecting even
bigger and better socials than ever!
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Starting this September…
Come join LMCC, whether you’re beginners or have been
part of a cheerleading team before!
We’ll be performing at the medic rugby and football
matches, with routines we’ve all helped create in training .
We might even make an appearance at varsity!
Training times are yet to be confirmed, but
follow for updates…
@leicestermedicscheerleading

Feel free to drop us a message if you have any questions!
Looking forward to seeing you at training, everyone is
welcome to join!!
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MEDICS’ SQUASH

FANCY PLAYING A GAME THAT INVOLVES RACQUETS , AN INTENSE
WORKOUT AND A BIT OF SOCIALISING ? SQUASH IS THE GAME FOR YOU .

WE ALSO GET TO PARTICIPATE IN NAMS TOURNAMENT IN
JANUARY/FEBRUARY WHERE WE COMPETE AGAINST OTHER MEDICAL
SCHOOLS AND END THE NIGHTS WITH ENJOYABLE SOCIALS .
IF YOU HAVEN ’T PLAYED IT BEFORE , IT ’S EASY TO PICK UP AND FALL
IN LOVE WITH SO COME BY AND GIVE IT A SHOT - DON ’T MISS OUT !
FOR ANY QUESTIONS DON ’T HESITATE TO GET IN TOUCH
(EA276@STUDENT.LE.AC.UK)

THE COMMITTEE
CAPTAIN ED ARCHER
SECRETARY FAI AMAN
VICE CAPTAIN ADAM AFIFE
SOCIAL SEC TOM BRADLEY
FRIDAYS 6.20PM – 7.40PM
(UNIVERSITY SQUASH COURTS)
121 PRINCESS ROAD EAST, LE1 7LA
Lots of squash love xoxo
30
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LEICESTER MEDICS
CRICKET CLUB
Welcome to Leicester!
We’re LMCC; a sports club
that focuses on being the
most fun for players of all
levels and abilities!
There’s plenty going on:
•
Regular fixtures throughout
the year
•
Indoor and outdoor national
tournaments
•
Loads of socials!
Training takes place every Saturday
from 14:30 – 16:00 at Regent
College sports centre, located
incredibly close to the medical
school!
We pride ourselves on being a
tightknit, supportive community –
you’ll always be welcome at LMCC!
Feel free to send any queries to
either of the club captains:
Sachin Sudhakaran
(ss1074@student.le.ac.uk)
Muneebah Hafejee
(mh461@student.le.ac.uk)
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Leicester Medics
Football Club
Here at LMFC we are very excited
to welcome you to Leicester
Medical School.
LMFC is an all inclusive club, of
very much all abilities! We have
two teams who compete highly in
a variety of competitions and are
very successful. We train every
Friday evening and it does not
matter whether you are Jamie
Vardy or have never played.

Even if you only fancy a kick-about or not at all, we are still
the club for you. We have a hectic social calendar, including
laser quest, football tours and lots of larger beer and cider
apple. We also run lots of revision sessions and mock
OSCE’s to help all our members.
LMFC, a club for fun and friends. The football is optional.
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SimpleMed
Medicine can be tricky.
SimpleMed isn’t.
A Leicester student-created revision website
to help make your life easier.

100% Free
Triple-edited articles
LUSUMA-partnered
Hand-drawn diagrams

1000+ Quiz Questions
Learning Medicine, Simplified.
www.simplemed.co.uk
@simple_med_
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https://www.facebook.com/LeicesterStreetDoctors/ OR Leicester@streetdoctors.org
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Asking Bigger Questions?
Should doctors be allowed to help patients die?
Can children have informed consent?
Should doctors be involved in politics?
If you have an interest in ethics, debating, or just a lot of
opinions, please consider joining us
All our events are interactive, but no interaction is forced! Set
our your manifesto, or just listen with some snacks.

What We Do
• MESS Debates: where speakers argue for and against

a controversial proposition
• Influential speakers: help you see why ethics matters

for your medical career
• Roundtable discussions: on topical and classic issues
•

Social events: movie nights and other informal
meetings

• Support: for ethical issues you experience

Join us on FB now!
Follow the link to sign up
to the mailing list
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Are you keen to
fight the stigma
associated with
mental illness?

Do you want to
help raise
awareness of
mental health
issues?

Join Leicester
Psychiatry Society

Are you interested
in discovering
more about what a
career in
psychiatry may
involve?

Some of our events that we’d love to see
you attend include:
Movies for the Mind – pizza and film nights with a mental health twist!
Talks from psychiatrists and other mental health professionals

LeicesterUni
PsychSoc

MedFest – annual psychiatry film festival

leicesterpsychsoc
@googlemail.com

See you in September!
Heading 4
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Here at LUSEMS we have 3 broad aims: to promote
physical activity in the medical school, to promote
SEM as a specialty and to increase the amount of
SEM taught in the curriculum

This year we’ve worked closely with
the students’ union to deliver lectures
from a wide range of professionals in
sport such as LCFC doctor, Liam Fox.
Alongside these we’ve had lectures
from a variety of doctors regarding
Public Health and are currently finishing a batch of videos to teach students
and health professionals on physical
activity
Together with Nutritank we
launched the first annual Wellness Week to truly highlight the
importance of physical activity
and nutrition in the context of
health. If you want to get
involved with a society in its
infancy and make a lasting
impact on the medical school
then find us on Facebook or
Instagram or email Amar Hujan
(President) at ash27
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DO YOU HAVE A PASSION FOR NUTRITION AND
LIFESTYLE MEDICINE?
NUTRITANKSOC@LEICESTER IS PART OF A 20MEDICAL-SCHOOL-STRONG INITIATIVE THAT AIMS
TO RAISE AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
NUTRITION AND LIFESTYLE MEDICINE AMONG
STUDENTS AND IN T HE LO CAL COMMUNITY.

ADD US ON
FACEBOOK
‘NUTRITANKS
OC@LEICESTE
R’ AND
OUR FREE YOGA CLASS WAS ONE OF MANY
EVENTS AT OUR ‘WELLNESS WEEK IN MARCH

OUR COMMITTEE ATTENDING A
LIFESTYLE MEDICINE CONFERENCE
IN LONDON

ENJOY SOME OF OUR
HOMEMADE HEALTHY
SNACKS AND SMOOTHIES

THE FOOD FOR THOUGHT PROJECT
HOSTS INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS
ON NUTRITION AND DIABETES IN
PRIMARY SCHOOLS

OUR ‘ALL THINGS HEALTH’ CHARITY
BAKE SALE DURING ‘WELLNESS
WEEK’ RAISED £134.70 FOR ‘MIND’,
A MENTAL HEALTH CHARITY

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO KEEP UPDATED ON HOW TO GET INVOLVED!
NUTRITANKSOC@LEICESTER
NUTRITANKSOCUK
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